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Introduction
One of the most promising strategies to help
communities evaluate their development and mobility
goals is the adoption of performance measures in
transportation planning and project selection.
Multimodal accessibility, measured as the number of
destinations reachable in a given travel time, is a
powerful performance metric used to gauge how well a
region addresses investments in auto, walking,
bicycling, and transit projects (see Figure 1). To the
community at large, it is a direct measure of what
matters: access to opportunities or destinations. The
most common accessibility metrics include number of Figure 1– Accessibility measures
jobs or essential services (e.g., groceries, banks,
the number of destinations
parks) reachable in a defined travel time (e.g., 30 or
reachable in a given travel time.
60 minutes).
The Sarasota/Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization is interested in understanding
and exploring the use of multimodal accessibility scores to improve its project selection
process. The first step in that process is to understand the regional baseline accessibility
context and its potential within the planning process. This document explains accessibility
and the methodology (including input data), a discussion of the high-level regional results,
and some ideas for next steps.

What are accessibility scores?
Accessibility scores provide a comprehensive measure of land use, transportation network
connectivity, and transportation network performance. Unsatisfactory scores can alert a
region to a need for better integrated planning, with greater coordination between land use
and transportation decisions. Accessibility metrics can be compared across all travel modes,
providing an overall understanding of multimodal connectivity. Comparing accessibility
scores for differing neighborhoods across differing purposes and modes can also provide a
snapshot of the region’s disparities and where accessibility issues are experienced more
than others.
Notably, with respect to network performance as well as to long-term visioning, measuring
accessibility shifts the transportation focus to moving people and goods, rather than
“solving” congestion. Transportation planning, models and performance metrics have
traditionally stressed “mobility,” represented by levels of congestion, rather than
“accessibility.” Accessibility differs from mobility in important ways (Table 1).
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Table 1 – Mobility versus Accessibility
Mobility
Emphasizes speed

Accessibility
Emphasizes choices (destinations,
travel modes)
Focuses on transportation system
users (people)
High accessibility is achieved
through coordinated transportation
and land use planning (i.e., “smart
growth”)

Focuses on roads and vehicles
High mobility is achieved through
transportation system capacity and
operational improvements

Conventional transportation planning models are not well-suited for multimodal planning.
They are conducted at a coarse geographic scale, unable to pick up subtle relationships
between land use and travel behaviors, especially for walking, biking, and transit. They also
are cumbersome to use, and make it difficult to engage non-expert audiences in the
planning process. Instead, a multimodal accessibility tool captures the most fundamental
relationship between land use and the transportation system in connecting people with
opportunities – and supports decision-making to do the same.

How is accessibility calculated?
“Raw” accessibility scores indicate how many jobs or other opportunities are accessible
from a given location by a given mode within a defined travel time. For example, 3.3 million
jobs are accessible by automobile from the downtown Sarasota area within 30 minutes. Raw
scores provide a good overview of accessibility gaps, in both relative and absolute terms. For
example, the multimodal scores in a pedestrian oriented area with mixed use development
can be used as a benchmark for other areas of similar size or aspirations.
The value of each reachable job is weighted via travel time decay based on findings from the
National Household Travel Survey. For example, a job that is accessible within 10 minutes
will carry more weight in the accessibility score than a job that is reachable in 60 minutes,
reflecting the real-life likelihood for commuters to value shorter travel times. The number of
opportunities reachable within a given time frame from each census block or block group in
the study area is calculated using ArcMap’s Network Analyst tool (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 – Calculation process for accessibility metrics
The decay curves (Figure 3) were originally developed for Renaissance Planning’s
accessibility work for the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), in which the
National Household Travel Survey was analyzed to identify value of time by purpose and
mode. Renaissance used the suburban decay curves to match existing travel patterns in
Sarasota and Manatee counties. Decay curves in urban areas are more gradual than
suburban ones, reflecting a higher tolerance for longer driving and transit trips as validated
in the aforementioned VDOT work.

EXAMPLE: 1.00 represents the highest value of one job
opportunity. A job 20 minutes away is just over twice as valuable
to a transit rider (0.86) than to a driver (0.42), and it is least
desirable to walkers and bikers (0.20).
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Figure 3 – Travel time decay curves used in Sarasota/Manatee accessibility analysis
(See Appendix A – Input Data for details on data sources used in calculations)
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Discussion of Results
The maps on the following pages depict the population and employment density, and transit
network inputs used in the accessibility analysis. These maps are foundational to assessing
multimodal accessibility. The population and employment maps show that the majority of
activity is west of Interstate 75 (I-75), but that there are pockets of activity east of the
interstate. In comparing the population and employment density maps, the centers (or more
dense locations) vary outside of the city centers such as Sarasota or Bradenton. The transit
map also helps understand where service is provided, with most service provided on the
western side of the region. These maps help set the context for interpreting the subsequent
accessibility maps more effectively.
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Figure 4 – Map of population density in the Sarasota/Manatee region
2016 population estimates: 788,457 people in the region (Manatee County: 375,888; Sarasota County: 412,569) 1

1

U.S. Census Bureau Population Estimates, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/manateecountyflorida,sarasotacountyflorida,US/PST045216
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Figure 5 – Map of employment density in the Sarasota/Manatee region
2017 employment estimates: 293,618 jobs in the region (Manatee County: 123,871; Sarasota County: 169,747) 2

2

Bureau of Labor Statistics Q1 2017 “Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages” Supersector: Woods and Poole
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Figure 6 – Map of transit network in the Sarasota/Manatee region
Transit service is provided by Sarasota County Area Transit (SCAT) and Manatee County Area Transit (MCAT).
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What is accessibility like in Sarasota/Manatee?
This multimodal accessibility analysis provides the following key insights by mode:
•
•

•
•

Auto accessibility indicates that local access to jobs within 30 minutes radiate from Bradenton and
Sarasota, as expected, and that most of the region is relatively accessible (Figures 7 and 8).
Transit accessibility illustrates how fewer job opportunities are available to the transit riders within
30 minutes. Most of the accessibility is concentrated in the cities of Sarasota and Bradenton and
some additional pockets of accessibility in places like Venice. Although the radius of opportunities
expands if looking at accessibility within 60 min, the overall pattern remains the same (Figures 9
and 10).
Bicycle accessibility is similar to transit and is heavily concentrated in the downtown areas (Figure
11).
Walk accessibility to work is feasible realistically only in downtown areas and along major corridors
(Figure 12).

Detailed maps referenced as figures in this section are available in the map series section below. 3 The
mode accessibility score maps present the results in percentiles to help illustrate accessibility as a
comparative metric and provide context to the accessibility numbers.

3 Raw accessibilities can be provided in map or database form. This report presents them in maps, but they can be made
available via database, if desired.
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Figure 7- Job accessibility by driving by census block, 30 minutes
This map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 30 minutes of driving. Those areas in orange have the highest
jobs accessibility whereas those in green-blue are significantly less so.
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Figure 8– Job accessibility by driving by census block, 60 minutes
Similar to Figure 8, this map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 60 minutes of driving. Those areas in
orange have the highest job accessibility and those in green-blue have significantly less job accessibility.
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Figure 9– Job accessibility by transit by census block, 30 minutes
This map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 30 minutes by transit. This map is heavily dependent on
where transit service is provided by SCAT and MCAT. Those areas in orange have the highest jobs accessibility by transit whereas those in blue
are have significantly lower job accessibility by transit.
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Figure 10– Job accessibility by transit by census block, 60 minutes
This map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 60 minutes by transit, mimicking the pattern in the previous
maps but at a broader scale. Those areas in red have the highest jobs accessibility whereas those in blue are significantly less so.
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Figure 11- Job accessibility by biking by census block, 30 minutes
This map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 30 minutes by bike. The most accessible locations radiate out
from the city centers in the region.
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Figure 12- Job accessibility by walking by census block, 30 minutes
This map shows how many jobs are accessible from a given census block within 30 minutes by walking. The most accessible locations radiate
out from the city centers along specific corridors: US 41/Tamiami Trail throughout Sarasota and Manatee Counties, SR 64/Manatee Ave
through City of Bradenton and western Manatee County, Cortez Road in Manatee County, and along US 301 through Sarasota.
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These job accessibility maps by different modes of transportation show certain patterns by mode, but do
not necessarily demonstrate multimodal accessibility. To do that, the relationship between these modal
accessibilities must be analyzed. Non-auto mode accessibility can be compared as a percentage to auto
accessibility to compute ratios of accessibility. For example, transit to auto ratio is a measure of how many
opportunities can be accessed by transit when compared to auto. The higher this percent, the better
transit service that is available which generally translates into higher mode share and encourages people
to shift their trips from auto to transit. The same logic is applied to both bike and walk modes.
Select locations in the region illustrate these ratios demonstrating multimodal accessibility, shown in 13.
In downtown Sarasota, 3.3 million opportunities are available by auto within 30 minutes. By comparison,
transit opportunities amount to only 39,000 opportunities (or 1.2 percent). When compared across all the
different locations, what is important is that transit in downtown Sarasota is 2-4 times more accessible
than in Palmetto, Bradenton or a less urban area in Sarasota (such as the Robert Taylor Community
Complex). Similar relationships exist across the bicycle and walking ratios.

Figure 13- Sarasota/Manatee region accessibility summary
Transit, bike and walk percentages in the image above represent proportions of auto trips, as indicated below.

Table 2 – Sarasota/Manatee region accessibility ratios
Jobs
by Auto

Jobs
by Transit

Transit Percent
of Auto

Jobs
by Bike

Bike Percent
of Auto

Jobs
by Walk

Walk Percent
of Auto

Sarasota

3,300,000

40,000

1.21%

30,000

0.91%

10,000

0.30%

Palmetto

3,000,000

9,000

0.30%

11,000

0.37%

4,000

0.13%

Bradenton

3,000,000

17,000

0.57%

16,000

0.53%

4,500

0.15%

RLTCC

3,500,000

6,800

0.19%

9,000

0.26%

400

0.01%

Multimodal accessibility, as presented above, also gives a quantitative measure to what most residents
experience on a day-to-day basis – that downtown and urban areas have greater access to opportunities
from different modes but also that different downtown areas provide different levels of accessibility.
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Furthermore, the raw and relative accessibility scores can be used to develop secondary diagnostic
metrics that can answer some important questions, for both needs assessments and project evaluation
purposes, including:
•
•
•

Jobs accessible per household – Are jobs and households balanced in an area?
Comparison to a “perfect grid” – Are accessibility issues caused by connectivity issues?
Accessibility to essential services – Can people access the types of locations they need the most?

Jobs accessible per household
Jobs accessible per household is a measure derived from the raw accessibility scores that indicates the
mix of jobs and households and is illustrated in Figures 14, 15, and 16. In Sarasota and Manatee
counties, this scale ranges from 0 to 2. A jobs-housing mix closer to 1.0 -- particularly for biking, and all
else held equal -- is correlated with less reliance on auto travel, which leads to lower vehicle miles traveled,
air pollution emissions, and transportation costs, and overall higher quality of life. However, jobs-housing
mix is only one factor, and other factors should be evaluated, such as: job type (e.g., industrial vs.
commercial), demographics (e.g., retired vs. working), and access to high quality public transit, among
others. Some of the areas with close to a balanced mix include residential areas in between Bradenton
and Sarasota and residential areas south of downtown Sarasota
.
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Figure 14 – Jobs per household accessible by driving
Jobs per household accessible by driving is a measure of the total number of jobs accessible divided by the total number of households
accessible by vehicle. This gives a high-level measurement of the jobs/housing balance at a normalized scale. A value close to 1.0 represents
an even mix of residential and non-residential land use, whereas other values represent an imbalance in either direction.
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Figure 15 – Jobs per household accessible by transit
Jobs per household accessible by transit is a measure of the total number of jobs accessible divided by the total number of households
accessible by transit. This gives a high-level measurement of jobs/housing balance at a normalized scale. A value close to 1.0 represents an
even mix of residential and non-residential land use, whereas other values represent an imbalance in either direction.
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Figure 16 – Jobs per household accessible by biking
Jobs per household accessible by biking is a measure of the total number of jobs accessible divided by the total number of households
accessible by biking. This gives some high-level measurement of jobs/housing balance at a normalized scale. A value close to 1.0 represents
an even mix of residential and non-residential land use, whereas other values represent an imbalance in either direction.
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Comparison to a “perfect grid”
To evaluate connectivity issues in the network, a ratio of jobs accessible on the roadway network to jobs
accessible on a “perfect grid” roadway network can be used to compute how many more opportunities
could be reached if there were no connectivity issues. A “perfect grid” means that the user can reach their
destination by moving east-west and north-south without regard for roadway or other barriers. Many people
are familiar with this scenario as a pedestrian in an urban, walkable city. A ratio of 20 percent would
indicate that only 20 percent of jobs are accessible, relative to a perfectly connected grid. Figures 17 and
18illustrate this measure for bike and walk modes. There is a slight checker-boarding effect from culs-desac or dead-end roads or simply direct access to a major road. Downtown Sarasota, downtown Bradenton
and along US 41 and US 301 area locations are locations where connectivity is less of an issue than some
of the residential areas in between the Braden River and I-75 or further south in Venice or North Port.
These less well-connected areas are more sensitive to the effects of roadway density or circuity. Areas to
the west of I-75 have good connectivity based on this metric, but this is more due to low accessibility
overall in these areas.
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Figure 17 – Ratio of jobs accessible by biking compared to a perfect grid
This map shows the ratio of jobs accessible on the roadway network to jobs accessible on a “perfect grid” roadway network by bike. This can
be used to compute how many more opportunities could be reached if there were no connectivity issues. Areas in the orange are closest to
that perfect grid versus those in blue.
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Figure 18 – Ratio of jobs accessible by walking compared to a perfect grid
This can be used to compute how many more opportunities could be reached if there were no connectivity issues. Areas in the orange are
closest to that perfect grid versus those in blue.
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Accessibility to essential services
Essential services:
Essential services are places that people tend to require access to on a
• Banking
regular basis (see box on the category types). This measure identifies how
• Education
many of these essential services are accessible from a given point. It is
• Grocery
important to provide access to these types of places to people who may not
• Government
have access to an automobile. Figures 19 and 20 provide an analysis of walk
• Library
and bike accessibility to essential services. Of particular interest was
• Medical
exploring specific health-related opportunities such as access to medical
• Parks
facilities and groceries (for food access). Figures 21, 22, and 23 identify
• Pharmacy
accessibility to a grocery or medical facility by walk and bike and illustrate
• Shopping
how accessibility measures can be focused to identify specific issues within a
• Transportation
community. Much of the urban areas have decent accessibility to these
essential services by bike, but not by walking. Residents of the more urban areas are able to reach about
half of the types of essential services. The area with the best accessibility to the variety of essential
services is in North Port, particularly on the eastern end near Port Charlotte. That’s not to say that this area
offers more variety of individual essential services, but it does offer more of each category of essential
services. That is, in Sarasota there may be a larger variety of doctor’s offices, but in the southern end of
the County, residents are more likely to be able to access at least one of most types of essential services.
(See Table 4 in Appendix A – Input Data for detailed definitions of essential services)
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Figure 19– Access to essential services by biking
This map shows the number of essential services available by biking within 30 minutes. Areas in red have the greatest access of essential
services.
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Figure 20 – Access to essential services by walking
This map shows the number of essential services available by walking within 30 minutes. Note that most areas cannot access all essential
services by walking in the region.
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Figure 21– Access to medical facilities by biking
This map shows the number of medical services available by biking within 30 minutes. Dark blocks are places where some form of medical
facility is available within a 30-minute bicycle ride.
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Figure 22– Access to medical facilities by walking
This map shows the number of medical services available by walking within 30 minutes. Dark blocks are places where some form of medical
facility is available within a 30-minute walk.
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Figure 23– Access to grocery stores by walking
Dark blocks are places where some form of grocery store is available within a 30-minute walk.
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What can Sarasota/Manatee MPO do with its initial results?
For existing conditions or in conjunction with future trends, plans or
policies, multimodal accessibility scores can:
•

Show patterns in accessibility scores by location as a
template for grading multimodal choices;

•

Predict mode choice for work or non-work travel for any
location;

•

Perform transit or corridor planning, taking into account land
use and transportation network elements;

•

Evaluate smart growth and transit-oriented development
plans or policies;

•

Design efficient and connected pedestrian and bicycle
networks and last mile access for transit;

•

Measure equity of accessibility for various segments of the
population;

•

Project evaluation and prioritization.

The results presented in this report are a baseline from which these
types of assessment can be built upon. People generally live in Palmetto/Bradenton, Sarasota, and Venice
along the coast and west of I-75. Jobs are generally focused in between Sarasota and Bradenton and west
of I-75. Accessibility results for these two counties are similar to what is found in many relatively new cities
through the United States with an employment-focused urban core surrounded by residential areas. The
two counties were developed primarily in the automobile era and accessibility to jobs by non-auto modes
of transportation is generally less than one percent of jobs accessible by car. Transit is feasible for
residents of the urban areas of Sarasota and Bradenton but for residents that live too far from these
areas, transit is not a viable option. Biking and walking to work is only feasible in the urban core areas.
In the Sarasota/Manatee region, certain next steps are logical – given regional goals and the initial
accessibility results. For example:
•

•

•

Using the multimodal accessibility results to identify areas as multimodal target areas (with
supportive land uses and roadway network connectivity); these places with high levels of walk, bike,
and/or transit accessibility identify opportune places for investments in complete streets and nonmotorized infrastructure and can increase transit use by improving pedestrian access to stations.
Assessing potential transportation projects on their multimodal accessibility scores (or
improvements) as a prioritization criterion or measure of effectiveness in the needs assessment
process. This can help forecast return on investment of pedestrian-oriented projects in terms of
impact on walk demand, as well as evaluate claims about mode choice, internal trip capture, and
similar traffic impacts associated with land development.
Developing more customized applications of multimodal accessibility to help isolate particular
destinations, such as tourist destinations, to focus the results on specific areas of concern. Another
example of a customized analysis is to evaluate multimodal accessibility within one mile of an
existing or proposed transit station to evaluate the effectiveness of first/last mile access to transit.
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•

Expanding the equity conversation by using multimodal accessibility to identify inequitable access
to opportunities that may be indicative of larger or parallel issues within a community, such as job
skills mismatch, access to healthcare or healthy food, and ability to take advantage of recreation.
Accessibility scores can be geospatially cross-referenced with other population designations to
identify inequities with respect to accessibility and used as a prioritization metric to evaluate
effectiveness of strategies in mitigating inequality of access.

These initial suggestions help outline the different approaches and ways that multimodal accessibility
can help the Sarasota/Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization meet its regional transportation
and community goals.
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Appendix A – Input Data
Multimodal accessibility is calculated using the following information (Table 3).

Table 3 - Data inputs for multimodal accessibility analysis
Data

Type

Source

Population,
Households

Numerical, by census block and census
block group

Jobs

Numerical, by census block and census
block group

Essential services

Numerical by census block and census
block group

2010 Census
District 1 Regional Planning Model
Central Florida Regional Planning Model
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Model
InfoUSA
District 1 Regional Planning Model
Central Florida Regional Planning Model
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Model
InfoUSA

Roadway network

Line

NAVTEQ (HERE)
FDOT Central Office

Transit network

General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS)

GTFS via Sarasota County Area Transit and
Manatee County Area Transit

Transit schedule

General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS)

GTFS via Sarasota County Area Transit and
Manatee County Area Transit

Population and employment
Population and jobs are taken from the District 1 Regional Planning Model and distributed to census block
geography using 2010 census block data and 2012 InfoUSA employment data.

Roadway network
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Central Office supplied the most recent HERE network
dataset (2015, Quarter 1) for use in this multimodal accessibility analysis. This network dataset includes
all navigable roads in the State of Florida along with a speed trend, based on the legal speed limit and
other factors such as physical restrictions or access characteristics. This speed is related to the
uncongested, or free-flow, speed of the facility. Several attributes are included in this network which are
used for evaluating walk and bike accessibility, including access restrictions (e.g., walk access is restricted
on interstate facilities) or whether a link is a tunnel or bridge.

Transit network
The most recent available transit network inputs were developed using General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS) files downloaded from an online GTFS feed repository. These feeds are developed by individual
transit operators and include transit route specifications, route frequencies, and spans of service for all
routes. Both Manatee County Area Transit and Sarasota County Area Transit routes were included in this
analysis.

Essential services
Essential services destinations were defined by 6-digit NAICS code (Table 3). There were 50 codes
classified into 10 broader categories for the purpose of this analysis. These are services that should be
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accessible to the entire population, including those disadvantaged groups who may not have access to a
car.

Table 4 – Essential services destinations by NAICS code and category
NAICS code and category
52212001
Savings Institutions
52211002
Commercial Banking
52213003
Credit Unions
61111001
Elementary & Secondary Schools
44511001
Supermarkets/Other Grocery (Exc Convenience) Strs
44512001
Convenience Stores
44521001
Meat Markets
44522001
Fish & Seafood Markets
44523001
Fruit & Vegetable Markets
92119001
Other General Government Support
92219001
Other Justice, Public Order & Safety Activities
92311001
Administration of Education Programs
92312001
Administration of Public Health Programs
92313001
Other Human Resource Programs Administration
92314002
Administration of Veterans' Affairs
92411001
Admin-Air & Water Resource/Solid Waste Mgmt Prgrms
92412001
Administration of Conservation Programs
92511001
Administration of Housing Programs
92512001
Admin-Urban Planning & Community & Rural Devmnt
92611001
Administration of General Economic Programs
51912002
Libraries & Archives
62111101
Offices of Physicians (Exc Mental Health Specs)
62111207
Offices of Mental Health Physicians
62121003
Offices of Dentists
62131001
Offices of Chiropractors
62132002
Offices of Optometrists
62133001
Offices-Mental Health Practitioners (Exc Physcns)
62134001
Offices-Physical, Occptnl/Speech Thrpsts/Audlgsts
62139101
Offices of Podiatrists
62139901
Offices of All Other Misc Health Practitioners
62141001
Family Planning Centers
62142001
Outpatient Mental Health & Substance Abuse Ctrs
62149202
Kidney Dialysis Centers
62149301
Freestanding Ambulatory Surgical & Emergency Ctrs
62149801
All Other Outpatient Care Centers
62211001
General Medical & Surgical Hospitals
71219001
Nature Parks & Other Similar Institutions
44611001
Pharmacies & Drug Stores
44811001
Men's Clothing Stores
44812001
Women's Clothing Stores
44813001
Children's & Infants' Clothing Stores
44814001
Family Clothing Stores
44815001
Clothing Accessories Stores
44819001
Other Clothing Stores
44821001
Shoe Stores
45211101
Department Stores (Except Discount Dept Stores)
45211201
Discount Department Stores
48511201
Commuter Rail Systems
48511901
Other Urban Transit Systems
48521001
Interurban & Rural Bus Transportation
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Essential services category
Banking
Education
Grocery

Government

Library
Medical

Parks
Pharmacy
Shopping

Transportation
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